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Now that the combined gift and estate tax exemp-
tion amount has topped $5 million ($5.34 million 
in 2014), many people planning their estates have 
turned their attention to income taxes. If you 
own highly appreciated business or investment 
real estate, one of the most effective tax strategies 
at your disposal is the Section 1031 “like-kind” 
exchange. With careful planning, you can use a 
Sec. 1031 exchange to defer capital gains taxes on 
appreciated property indefinitely, and even elimi-
nate them permanently.

Sec. 1031 in action

Despite the term “like-kind,” Sec. 1031 allows you 
to exchange one or more pieces of business or 
investment real estate for virtually any other busi-
ness or investment real estate without recogniz-
ing capital gain. You can exchange an apartment 

complex for an office building, for example, or a 
farm for a strip mall. The only limitation is that 
the value of the new properties should be equal to 
or greater than the value of the existing properties. 
If you receive any cash or other non-real-estate 
property, it’ll be immediately taxable.

Few Sec. 1031 exchanges involve a direct exchange 
of one property for another. Most are structured 
as “deferred exchanges.” In other words, you sell 
your property (the “relinquished” property) and 
then use the proceeds to acquire new property 

(the “replacement” property).

2 common safe harbors

The key to avoiding capital gains 
tax in an exchange is to ensure 
that you never possess or control 
the sale proceeds. And the best way 
to do that is to use one of several 
IRS safe harbors. The two most 
common safe harbors are:

1. Deferred exchanges. You sell the 
relinquished property (or properties) 

and engage a qualified intermedi-
ary (QI) to hold the proceeds and buy 

replacement property (or properties). So 
long as you identify replacement property 
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within 45 days and complete the purchase within 
180 days after the relinquished property is sold, the 
capital gain is deferred.

2. Reverse exchanges. You engage a QI to acquire 
replacement property (or properties) before you  
sell relinquished property. To defer capital gain, 
you must identify the relinquished property  
(or properties) within 45 days and complete the 
sale within 180 days. Also, to avoid holding title  
to relinquished and replacement properties at  
the same time, you must “park” replacement 
properties with an “exchange accommodation 
titleholder” until the transaction is completed.

These and other safe harbors (such as trusts and 
qualified escrow accounts) aren’t the only way to 
complete a Sec. 1031 exchange. But if you do an 
exchange outside the safe harbors, there’s always 
a risk that the IRS will challenge it and treat the 
transaction as taxable.

Estate planning benefits

Although a Sec. 1031 exchange is best known as a 
tax-deferral technique, it can also be a powerful 
estate planning tool. Ordinarily, when you sell 
appreciated real estate you must pay taxes on the 
gain at rates as high as 20%, leaving less to pass on 
to your children or other heirs.

If you hold onto property for life, however, 
the capital gains disappear. Your heirs receive a 
“stepped-up basis” in the property equal to its fair 
market value on your date of death, erasing any 
previous appreciation in value and allowing them 
to turn around and sell the property tax-free.

But what if you don’t want to hold property for 
life? What if you’d prefer to dispose of it in order 
to invest in income-producing real estate or to 
diversify your holdings? That’s where a Sec. 1031 
exchange comes into play. Rather than selling 
property, paying capital gains taxes and reinvesting 
what’s left of the proceeds, an exchange allows you 
to accomplish your goals without losing any of the 
exchanged property’s value to taxes.

TIC tactic

One specific tactic to consider is exchanging a sin-
gle property for several tenancy-in-common (TIC) 
interests. TIC interests are fractional, undivided 
interests in larger properties. Exchanging real estate 
for TIC interests not only defers capital gains taxes, 
but also gives you access to professionally managed, 
institutional-grade real estate. And it provides some 
interesting estate planning opportunities. 

Consider this example: Brian owns a highly appre-
ciated apartment building. He wants to divide his 

Generally, the benefits of a Section 1031 
exchange (see main article) are limited to 
business or investment properties. But it may 
be possible to convert a personal residence 
into a business or investment property and 
then enact a Sec. 1031 exchange.

Suppose you wish to dispose of a large home 
and invest in one or more business properties. 
To defer the capital gain, you might convert 
the home to a business use (by renting it out, 
for example) and then exchange it. To ensure 
that the IRS treats the home as a legitimate 
business property, you must use it as a rental 
property for a substantial period of time (usu-
ally, at least two years).

Can you exchange a  
personal residence?
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Worried about challenges 
to your estate plan?  
Make it no contest!
Estate planning is all about protecting your family  
and ensuring that your wealth is distributed accord-
ing to your wishes. So the idea that someone might 
challenge your estate plan can be disconcerting. 
One strategy for protecting your plan is to include 
a “no-contest” clause in your will or revocable trust 
(or both).

What’s a no-contest clause?

A no-contest clause essentially disinherits a  
beneficiary who contests your will or trust —  
typically on grounds of undue influence or lack 
of testamentary capacity — and loses. It’s meant 

to serve as a deterrent against frivolous challenges 
that would only create unnecessary expense and 
delay for your family.

Is it enforceable?

Most, but not all, states permit and enforce no-
contest clauses. And even if they’re allowed, the 
laws differ — often in subtle ways — from state to 
state, so it’s important to consult state law before 
including a no-contest clause in your will or trust. 

Some jurisdictions have different rules regarding 
which types of proceedings constitute a “contest.” 

estate equally among his three children. But he’d 
prefer not to leave them the building jointly, for 
fear it’ll lead to conflict over whether to sell the 
building or hold onto it.

If Brian sells the building, he’ll be hit with a capital 
gains tax bill, leaving less for his kids. Instead, he opts 

for a Sec. 1031 exchange, trading the building for 
three equally valued TIC interests in a professionally 
managed real estate investment. When Brian dies, his 
children each receive a TIC interest with a stepped-up 
basis and can decide independently whether to sell or 
hold their interests.

Worth a look

If you have significant wealth tied up in business or 
investment real estate, a Sec. 1031 exchange may 
minimize your family’s income taxes. If your net 
worth is large enough to make estate taxes a con-
cern, however, be sure to balance the income tax 
benefits of an exchange strategy against the estate 
tax benefits of a lifetime gift. 

Before taking any action, be sure to talk to your 
estate tax and financial advisors to help you evalu-
ate whether a Sec. 1031 exchange is right for your 
particular situation. D



For example, in some states your heirs may be 
able to challenge the appointment of an exec-
utor or trustee without violating a no-contest 
clause. And in some states in which a no-
contest clause is generally enforceable, courts 
will refuse to enforce the clause if a challenger 
has “probable cause” or some other defensible 
reason for bringing the challenge. This is true 
even if the challenge itself is unsuccessful. 

If you live in a state in which no-contest 
clauses are strictly unenforceable, you might 
still choose to have one in case you: 1) move 
to another state that does enforce no-contest 
clauses, 2) own property — such as real estate — 
in another state where it’s enforceable, or 3) decide 
to establish a trust that’s governed by the laws of 
another state.

What if I want to  
disinherit someone?

If you leave a child — or another person who 
otherwise would inherit from you — out of your 
will or trust, a no-contest clause will be ineffective. 
Why? Because that person has nothing to lose by 
challenging your plan. A better strategy is to leave 
that person enough to make him or her think 
twice before contesting your plan and potentially 
receiving nothing. 

Are there alternative strategies? 

A no-contest clause can be a powerful deterrent, 
but it’s also important to design your estate plan in 
a way that minimizes incentives to challenge your 
plan. To avoid claims of undue influence or lack of 

testamentary capacity, there are several steps you 
can take, including:

✦  Having a qualified physician or psychiatrist 
examine you — at or near the time you sign 
your will or trust — and attest in writing to 
your mental competence, 

✦  Choosing witnesses whom your heirs trust and 
whom you expect to be able and willing to tes-
tify, if necessary, to your testamentary capacity 
and freedom from undue influence, and

✦  Recording the execution of your will and 
other estate planning documents.

Of course, you should also make an effort to treat 
your children and other family members fairly, 
remembering that “equal” isn’t necessarily fair, 
depending on the circumstances. If your plan  
contains any unusual terms — such as leaving  
the bulk of your estate to charity — be sure to 
meet with your family and explain the reasons  
for your decision.

Protect yourself

As you develop or update your estate plan, it’s 
important to think about ways to protect yourself 
against challenges by disgruntled heirs or beneficia-
ries. A no-contest clause can be an effective tool for 
discouraging such challenges. Discuss this option 
with your estate planning advisor to determine 
whether it’s the right fit for your plan. D

5

A no-contest clause can be a 
powerful deterrent, but it’s also 
important to design your estate 
plan in a way that minimizes 
incentives to challenge your plan.
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Don’t underestimate the 
impact of state estate taxes
True or false: If your estate is worth less 
than the current $5.34 million federal gift 
and estate tax exemption, you don’t have 
to implement strategies to minimize or 
eliminate estate tax.

False! It’s true that, if you don’t expect 
your estate’s net worth to grow more 
than the current exemption rate, you no 
longer have to worry about federal estate 
tax liability. But you do have to take into 
account state estate taxes, which can gen-
erate significant liability for your heirs.  

Rates and exemptions 

One challenge in planning for state death taxes is 
that they’re in a constant state of flux. Currently, 
more than 20 states and the District of Columbia 
have an estate tax, an inheritance tax or, in two cases 
(New Jersey and Delaware), both. As the names 
suggest, estate tax applies to one’s estate, and inheri-
tance tax is imposed on those who inherit property.

Tax rates and exemption amounts vary from state 
to state and may change over time. Inheritance taxes 
often kick in with the first dollar of an inheritance, 
but some states offer exemptions for inheritances by 
certain family members (such as children, parents or 
siblings). In recent years, there’s been a trend toward 
softening the blow of state death taxes by increasing 
exemption amounts. Still, exemptions in many states 
are substantially lower than the federal exemption.

Suppose, for example, that you live in a state that 
imposes estate tax at a flat rate of 16% beyond an 
allowed $1 million exemption. If you die with  
$5 million in assets, your estate will escape federal 
estate tax but will be liable for state estate tax  
of $640,000 ($4 million taxable [$5 million –  
$1 million exemption] × 16% tax rate = $640,000).

Techniques to offset  
state estate tax

To avoid surprising your family with an unex-
pected tax bill, it’s important to address state death 
taxes in your estate planning. For instance, you can 
use a credit shelter (or “bypass”) trust to preserve 
both spouses’ exemptions and defer estate taxes as 
long as possible. With higher exemption amounts 
and portability, this strategy is less critical today for 
federal tax purposes. But it still offers significant 
benefits for estate tax planning in some states.

Here’s how it works, assuming you have a $5 million 
estate and live in a state with a $1 million exemption: 
When you die, your estate plan transfers $1 million 
to a credit shelter trust, which is shielded from taxes 
by your exemption and provides your spouse with 

Tax rates and exemption 
amounts vary from state to state 
and may change over time.
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Estate Planning Red Flag

You believe all inherited IRAs are  
protected from creditors in bankruptcy
Until recently, it was widely believed that inherited IRAs, like other IRAs, are protected from creditors 
in bankruptcy. But in a June 2014 decision — Clark v. Rameker — the U.S. Supreme Court held that an 
IRA inherited by the owner’s daughter was not.

Specifically, the Court found that an inherited IRA doesn’t meet the definition 
of “retirement fund” for federal bankruptcy purposes, because the beneficiary: 

 1.  Can’t make additional contributions, 

 2.  Must take required minimum distributions (RMDs) even if he or she is far 
from retirement age, and

 3.  Can withdraw the funds at any time, penalty-free.

If you’re concerned that your beneficiaries may go through bankruptcy, consider protecting your IRA 
by leaving it to a trust. The trust should be designed carefully to ensure that the assets are protected — 
typically by giving the trustee full discretion over accumulation or distribution of RMDs — and that 
RMDs are stretched out over the oldest beneficiary’s life expectancy.

Keep in mind that accumulated RMDs will likely be subject to higher income taxes. Currently, trusts 
are taxed at the highest rate (39.6%) to the extent their income exceeds $12,150. Alternatively, the 
trust can be designed as a “conduit” trust, which immediately pays out RMDs to the beneficiaries. This 
avoids income taxes in the trust, but it also exposes distributions to creditors’ claims.

What happens when a spouse inherits an IRA? The Court didn’t say, but the decision may place 
spouses at risk as well. A spouse can elect to cash out the IRA penalty-free, keep the inherited IRA, or 
roll the funds into his or her own IRA. The first option and, arguably, the second, would expose the 
funds to creditors’ claims. The third option would offer creditor protection, but might be challenged 
by existing creditors as a fraudulent transfer.

If you’re concerned about bankruptcy, it’s a good idea to leave an IRA in trust, whether the beneficiary 
is a spouse or nonspouse.

income for life (with the remainder going to your 
children). The other $4 million goes into a marital 
trust, which escapes taxation in your estate by virtue 
of the marital deduction. When your spouse dies,  
$3 million ($4 million less the $1 million exemption) 
will be subject to state estate taxes, but you’ll have 
used both of your exemptions and deferred state 
taxes until the second spouse’s death.

All bases covered

It’s common for state estate taxes to take a back 
seat to federal estate taxes when one is creating or 
updating their estate plan. But be sure to ask your 
estate planning advisor to review your state’s estate 
or inheritance tax laws to ensure your plan covers 
all the bases. D
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At Shumaker, we understand that when selecting a law 
firm for estate planning and related services, most clients 
are looking for:

	   A high level of quality, sophistication, and experience.

	   A creative and imaginative approach that focuses on 
finding solutions, not problems.

	   Accessible attorneys who give clients priority  
treatment and extraordinary service.

	   Effectiveness at a fair price.

Since 1925, Shumaker has met the expectations of clients that 
require this level of service. Our firm offers a comprehensive 
package of quality, experience, value and responsiveness with 
an uncompromising commitment to servicing the legal needs 
of every client. That’s been our tradition and remains our  
constant goal. This is what sets us apart.

Estate planning is a complex task that often involves related 
areas of law, as well as various types of financial services. Our 
clients frequently face complicated real estate, tax, corporate 
and pension planning issues that significantly impact their 
estate plans. So our attorneys work with accountants, financial 
planners and other advisors to develop and implement  
strategies that help achieve our clients’ diverse goals. 

Shumaker has extensive experience in estate planning  
and related areas, such as business succession, insurance,  
asset protection and charitable giving planning. The skills  
of our estate planners and their ability to draw upon the 
expertise of specialists in other departments — as well as 
other professionals — ensure that each of our clients has a 
comprehensive, effective estate plan tailored to his or her  
particular needs and wishes. 

We welcome the opportunity to discuss your situation and provide the  
services required to help you achieve your estate planning goals.  

Please call us today and let us know how we can be of assistance.
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